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Revolutionizing
how you upskill
your teams
At Skill Dynamics, we offer high-impact digital procurement and
supply chain training for corporate teams. To date, we’ve rolled out our
personalized programs to over 300,000 delighted employees in over
520 companies.
We’re different because our learning journeys focus on tackling typical
problems you face at work every day. This is role-based, practical
training that you can apply in the office straight away and that keeps
your team’s skills right up to date.
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We’re making a real
impact on core training
worldwide
520+
Multinational
clients

300,000+
Learners around
the world

Trusted by Global Companies
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100
Countries

What makes
us unique
Trusted partner that empowers your
workforce

Role-based and high-impact
eLearning

Think of us as your partner on a
continual learning journey, keeping
your team ahead of the curve and
equipped with every skill they need for
performance that changes the game.

Real-life problems need workable,
practical solutions. That’s why we
put cognitive science to work on our
scenario-based and engaging digital
learning that upskills your team.

Customized approach and fast set-up

Measurable results with clear
indicators of progress

Skills Dynamics’ online training is
unique: just like your business. From
Skills Gap Analysis to personalized
learning journeys, our training is
tailor-made just for you.

We increase your team’s productivity
while you monitor their course
progression, competence
development, satisfaction rate, and
knowledge application.

Skills Gap
Assessment

Role-based
Program

Personalized
Learning Plans

Learning
Management
System

Report
Management
Center

Global
Standard
Certification
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More fun,
more progress
People learn best when they enjoy it. That’s why we offer
a number of learning methods across a variety of formats.
with your people working at their own pace, in a language
of their choice.

High impact eLearning

Simulations

A unique approach that uses cognitive load

Help learners check their ability to apply

theory to increase effectiveness. We use

what they’ve learned. Real-life scenarios

materials that enable greater retention of the

ask them what action they’d take in specific

information presented.

circumstances.

Expert Reviews

Microlearning

Experts describe problems and provide

Two-minute videos with reminders of key

relevant facts and information. Learners

points. They close with a challenge to apply

then describe how they would handle

the learning in a specific, real-world

the problem.

situation.
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Exams/Assessments

Application-based tasks

Assessments in various formats determine

Projects ask learners to implement what

what the learner has retained. Then we set

they have learned throughout their training

exams to show mastery of a skill.

program. It’s a real-world final exam.

Serious games

Webinar toolkits

Simulations or games using ‘branching’

Step-by-step guide helping facilitators

scenarios to solve complex problems.

effectively conduct their own webinars

Learners practice their skills in a risk-free

on vital topics. A guide highlights all key

environment in a fun way.

learning points, questions to ask and goals
of the virtual classroom.
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Finance and Cost
Management
Learners will know how to read a supplier’s
balance sheet and profit and loss statement.
They will learn how to assess the performance
of their own organization and stability of
suppliers through use of financial terms such
as EBITDA / Working Capital and ratios including
ROTA and ROE.
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FN1001
Intermediate
Online - 40’

FN1002
Intermediate
Online - 40’

-

The Liabilities and

This course will provide the learner with an overview of the liabilities
and shareholders equity section of the balance sheet. It will show
the learner what this section contains and how it is structured along

Balance Sheet

with the impact procurements professionals actions can have.
-

The Cash Flow Statement Part 1

In this course, the learner will be taken through what an income
statement is, its structure and how procurement can affect the
income statement.

-

This course will provide the learner with an introduction to the
cash flow statement and how it is structured along with how
procurement's actions affect it.

-

In this course the learner will review the structure of the cash flow
statement. They will pay attention to the investing and financing

The Cash Flow Statement Part 2

activities section and how procurement can affect these areas of the
cash flow statement.
-

FN1006
Intermediate
Online - 30'

Financial Ratios

FN1009
Fundamental
Online - 15'

Finance Refresher Course

This course provides the Learner with the definitions of gross
margin, profit from operations and ROTA. It shows the learner how
to do the Current Ratio, Acid Test Ratio and how to use financial
ratios internally and for suppliers.

Introduction to Strategic Cost Management for Buyers

CM1002
Advanced
Online - 30’

Cost Calculation

CM1003
Advanced
Online - 30’

Cost estimation and Should Cost

CM1005
Advanced
Online - 30’

-

Shareholders' Equity Section of the

FN1004
Intermediate
Online - 40’

CM1004
Advanced
Online - 30’

provide insight into the financial position of an organization and
focuses on assets.

Income Statement

CM1001
Intermediate
Online - 30’

sheet. The course will demonstrate how a balance sheet is used to

Reading the Balance Sheet

FN1003
Intermediate
Online - 40’

FN1005
Intermediate
Online - 30’

This course will provide the learner with an overview of the balance

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

Value Analysis, Value Engineering

-

Finance for non-Finance, covering courses FN1001 - FN1006

-

Price versus cost

-

Cost management methodologies for cost reduction: cost modeling,
TCO and Value Analysis

-

Cost management and Role of buyer

-

cost management approaches per category

-

Detailed cost model.

-

Supplier specific cost model

-

complete breakdown of costs.

-

Build a basic Industry Cost Model.

-

Learn to work with industry averages.

-

Starting point for cost negotiations.

-

Definition and positioning.

-

TCO analysis.

-

TCO cost model for supplier selection.

-

TCO cost model for supplier evaluation.

-

Introduction and Definition.

-

Functional analysis and cost matrix.

-

The process, ‘Job Plan’.

-

VA tear•down.
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CM1007
Advanced
Online - 30’
FI1000
Intermediate
PDF
FI1010
Intermediate
Online - 30’
FI1009
Intermediate
Online - 15’
CM1000
Advanced
PDF
CM1010
Advanced
Online - 30’
CM1011
Advanced
Online - 20’
CM1006
Advanced
Online - 20’

Cost Management Fundamentals -

-

Refresher Course

Finance for Non

CM1001-CM1005

-

-Finance - Notes

Finance for Non-Finance

- Refresher Course

Cost Management - Notes

Cost Management
- Assessment

Cost Management

-

Course

Assessment: Finance for non-Finance, covering courses FI1001FI1005

-

Refresher: Finance for non-Finance, covering courses FI1001-FI1005

-

Course Book: Cost Management, covering courses CM1001-CM1005

-

Assessment: Cost Management, covering courses CM1001-CM1005

-

Assessment: Cost Management Fundamentals covering courses

Fundamentals - Assessment

Cost Management - Refresher

Course Book: Finance for non-Finance, covering courses FI1001FI1005

- Assessment

Finance for Non-Finance

Refresher: Cost Management Fundamentals covering courses

CM1001-CM1005

-

Refresher: Cost Management, covering courses CM1001-CM1005

Examples of Bundles:

MASFI1
Intermediate
220'

MASSC1
Advanced
180'

MASTER CLASS
'FINANCE FOR
NON-FINANCE'

-

FN1001: Reading the Balance Sheet

-

FN1002: Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity

-

FN1003: Income Statement

-

FN1004: The Cash Flow Statement - Part 1

-

FN1005: The Cash Flow Statement - Part 2

-

FN1006: Financial Ratios

-

FI1000: Finance for Non-Finance - Notes

-

FI1010: Assessment

-

CM1001: Introduction to Strategic Cost Mgmt

-

CM1002: Cost Calculation

MASTER CLASS

-

CM1003: Cost estimation, Should Cost

'STRATEGIC COST

-

CM1004: Total cost of ownership (TCO)

MANAGEMENT'

-

CM1005: Value analysis/Value Engineering

-

CM1000: PDF Summary of Master Class

-

CM1010: Assessment
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Strategy
These courses build an understanding of the
importance of procurement and how to sell
value to stakeholders. Includes how to create
a vision for a procurement team and how to
deliver sustainable value through
a departmental strategy. Also includes learning
strategic procurement topics such as Supplier
Diversity, Sustainability and Outsourcing.
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MS1020
Advanced
Online - 30’

Supplier Relationship Management
(SRM) Part 1

-

What is SRM?

-

The process to run SRM is explained.

-

Supplier identification.

-

Supplier segmentation: on the complete supply base or on a
category supply base.

-

Select the strategic suppliers as they have the greatest potential to
contribute to the business strategy.

MS1021
Advanced
Online - 30’

Supplier Relationship Management,
Part 2

Relationship analysis, the tools: portfolio analysis, supplier
preferences analysis and the combined relationship matrix

-

Relationship management.

-

Evaluation and lessons learned review.

-

This course is aimed mostly at junior procurement personnel. It is
meant to achieve the awareness level in the Strategy competence.
The course drives home the need to align procurement personnel’s
activities with your organisation’s vision, mission and strategy. It

MS1022
Fundamental
Online - 30’

does not proscribe a specific vision, mission or strategy.
Vision, Mission and Strategy

-

It defines vision, mission, strategy and objectives.

-

It shows how all are linked.

-

Provides a simple process for how an individual can contribute to
procurement’s and the organizational vision, mission and strategy.

-

Challenges the individual to ensure their actions support
organizational and procurement vision, mission and strategy.

MS1031
Fundamental
Online - 30’

Vision, Mission and Strategy

-

Assessment on Vision, Mission and Strategy

MS1032
Fundamental
Online - 10’

Corporate Fraud Prevention

-

Assessment on Corporate Fraud Prevention

-

The learner will be taken through the dynamics of working with a

MS1045
Intermediate
Online - 20’

MS1046
Intermediate
Online - 10’

PM1001
Advanced
Online - 30’
PM1002
Advanced
Online - 30’
PM1003
Advanced
Online - 30’

Dealing with Dominant Suppliers

cross functional team and how to identify strategic options when
dealing with a dominant supplier.
-

Supplier Diversity

This course shows how a supplier diversity program ensures a
company represents diverse businesses in its supply chain.

-

It covers legislation, laws and policies, the process and operate,
inform and monitor processes.

Introduction to Project Manage-

-

important. Defines principles of project management. Provides an

ment for Procurement

Project Management

overview of the Project Management Process.
-

-Project Time Planning

Defines a business case and its contents. Shows learners how to
conduct a cost-benefit analysis. Shows how a business case is used

- Developing a business case

Project Management

High level overview of what project management is and why it’s

within the Project Management Process.
-

High level overview of what project management is and why it’s
important. Defines principles of project management. Provides an
overview of the Project Management Process.
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SS1000
Intermediate
Online - 00’

SS9001
Advanced
Online - 10’

Sustainability Notes

-

Notes on Sustainability

-

You are placed in the role of a procurement analyst focused on
sustainability in the supply chain. You work for Volteo – a car

Pick Your Poison - Assessing Sus-

manufacturer. You, along with others in your organization, have

tainability Risk - Simulation

identified many supply chain sustainability risks, and now you must
assess those risks. Finally, you need to use your critical thinking
skills to decide on the best solution for your highest priority risk.
-

SS9002
Advanced
Online - 10’

You are placed in the role of a Health and Safety Analyst for an oil
and gas company. You will be asked to apply your knowledge of the

Keep Those Gas Sites Safe!

sustainability process, determine how to evaluate risks, and then

- Simulation

decide on which actions to take to reduce your organization’s risk.
This simulation will ask you to apply the knowledge you have gained
in the Sustainability courses.
-

The Learner is shown how different products and services require
different ways of selling, how to sell Procurement’s services to senior

SS9001
Advanced
Online - 10’

internal clients, why selling procurement’s services is important in
business partnering, gain alignment with senior internal clients,

Business Partnering - Notes

how to uncover information needed to make business partnering
work, explore options for meeting the changing needs of your senior
internal client, develop solutions, and how to gain commitment
from your senior internal client.
-

In this refresher course you will review how different products
and services require different ways of selling, learn how to sell
Procurement’s services to senior internal clients, and see why
selling procurement’s services is important in business partnering.

SS9001
Advanced
Online - 10’

As well as this, you will learn questioning skills, how to gain

Business Partnering -

alignment with your senior internal client, and how to uncover the

Refresher Course

information you need to make business partnering work. You will
see how to develop solutions and that you have not yet finished your
job once you have proposed one set of potential solutions. Finally,
you will learn how to gain commitment from your senior internal
client.

SS9001
Advanced
Online - 10’

SS9001
Advanced
Online - 10’

Business Partnering
- Assessment

-

Assessment covering the BP1001-3 Business Partnering courses.

-

This simulation will provide the learner with a scenario that

Business Partnering

demonstrates the importance of business partnerships and how

- Simulation

to manage these relationships in order to gain all the relevant
information required to solve a problem.
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Category
Management
Teach employees how to set-up a cross
-functional team to manage a category.
They will learn how to conduct a spend analysis,
manage cost saving programs alongside
stakeholders, and use influencing and project
skills to manage the category. Learners will
know the steps and toolkits to develop and
implement a business-appropriate category
strategy.
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CA1001
Fundamental
Online - 45’

CA1002
Intermediate
Online - 45’

CA1003
Advanced
Online - 45’

CA1004
Advanced
Online - 45’

CA1005
Advanced
Online - 45’
CA1006
Advanced
Online - 45’

Spend Analysis

-

How to collect and segment spend on suppliers. Why and how to do
a spend analysis. The opportunity scan.

-

Definition of category management.

Introduction to Category

-

Difference between sourcing and category management.

Management

-

Program governance and steering groups.

-

The five key principles of category management.

-

The ten steps of Category Management such as securing the

Category Management

executive sponsor, scoping the category, defining the project

- The Initiation Phase

charter, gaining first insight, securing quick wins …
-

Internal data gathering

-

Supply chain mapping

-

Mastering supply market competitiveness (Porter 5 forces)

-

PEST analysis

-

Determining potential sources of leverage, etc…”

-

SWOT analysis.

-

Generating ideas.

-

Creation of the category strategy.

Category Strategy

-

The change curve.

Implementation

-

Scoping update, detailed implementation plan, award criteria etc

-

Role of the category manager.

-

Six sigma and DMAIC.

-

The continuous improvement cycle: lessons learned, deciding to

Category Analysis

Category Strategy Development

CA1007
Advanced
Online - 45’

Continuous Improvement

CA1000S
Fundamental
PDF

Spend Analysis - Notes

-

Course Book: Spend Analysis, covering course CA1001

Introduction to Category

-

Course Book: Introduction to Category Management, covering

CA1000I
Intermediate
PDF
CA1010S
Fundamental
Online - 10’
CA1010I
Intermediate
Online - 10’

CA1000P
Advanced
PDF
CA1008P
Advanced
Online - 20'

start the process again …

Management - Notes

course CA1002

Spend Analysis - Assessment

-

Assessment: Spend Analysis, covering course CA1001

Introduction to Category

-

Assessment: Introduction to Category Management, covering

Management - Assessment

course CA1002

Category Management
Processes - Notes

-

Category Management Processes -

-

Refresher Course

Course Book: Category Management Processes, covering courses
CA1003-CA1007

Refresher: Category Management Processes covering courses
CA1003 - CA1007
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CA1008I
Advanced
Online - 5'

Introduction to Category
Management - Refresher
Course

-

Refresher: Category Management covering course CA1002

CA1008S
Advanced
PDF

Spend Analysis - Refresher
Course

-

Refresher: Spend Analysis covering course CA1001

CA1010P
Advanced
Online - 20’

Category Management Processes - Assessment

-

Assessment: Category Management Processes, covering
courses CA1003-CA1007

CA1008S/I/P
Advanced
PDF

Category Management - Refresher Course

-

Refresher: Category Mgmt, covering courses CA1001-CA1007

BP1001
Advanced
Online - 30’

Selling Procurement as a Business Partner Part 1

-

Different products and services require different ways of
selling,
How to sell Procurement’s services to senior internal clients

BP1002
Advanced
Online - 30’

Selling Procurement as a Business Partner Part 2

BP1003
Advanced
Online - 30’

-

Questioning skills
Gain alignment with your senior internal client
Uncover the information you need to make business
partnering work

Selling Procurement as a Business Partner Part 3

-

How to explore options for meeting the changing needs of
your senior internal client

SM1000A
Advanced
Online - 30’

Stakeholder Management
Notes

-

How to explore options for meeting the changing needs of
your senior internal client

SM9001
Advanced
Online - 30’

Influence the Marketing Director

-

How to explore options for meeting the changing needs of
your senior internal client

CM100F
Advanced
Online - 00’

Cost Calculations Notes

-

Cost Management, covering courses CM1001-CM1003

Examples of Bundles:

MASCA1
Advanced
355'

MASTER CLASS
'CATEGORY
MANAGEMENT'

-

CA1001: Spend Analysis

-

CA1002: Introduction to Category Mgmt

-

CA1003: The initiation phase

-

CA1004: Category Analysis

-

CA1005: Category Strategy Development

-

CA1006: Implementation

-

CA1007: Continuous Improvement

-

CA1000: PDF Summary of Master Class

-

CA1010: Assessment
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Sourcing
Learners will understand the end-to-end RFI
and RFP processes, including their roles in
assessing business needs and challenging
specifications. They will be able to conduct
a market analysis, define stakeholder
requirements and create and run tenders
leading to selection and award. Courses on
creating effective e-sourcing events and
e-auctions.
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TE1020
Fundamental
Online - 15’

Introduction to the Procurement

-

Short introduction on procurement process, with an emphasis
on RFP process (specifications, running the RFP, negotiations and

Process

contracting).
-

What is the role of the buyer and of the internal customer at the
specification stage

TE1001
Fundamental Online
- 30’

How to develop specifications

-

How to communicate with internal customer

-

How to assess internal customer needs

-

Market exploration

-

Why is it important to challenge specs?

-

How to challenge specs with internal customers - 5W
methodology

-

Functional and technical specs

-

Knock-out versus nice to have criteria

-

What are winning criteria? How do they relate to knock-out
criteria and why are they important?

-

What is an RFI/RFQ? Why are they important and when should you
use it

TE1002
Fundamental Online
- 30’

How to write an RFQ/RFI

-

What are the different sections of an RFQ

-

Template RFQ and RFI

-

What is the ideal number of suppliers to invite for the RFQ or RFI?

-

When to involve the internal customer and suppliers in the
process. How?

TE1003
Fundamental Online
- 30’

TE1004
Fundamental Online
- 30’

TE1005
Fundamental Online
- 20’

Conducting the RFP Negotiation

Basic Contract Negotiation

-

Communication with suppliers: how and when

-

How to maintain a high level of competition

-

How to clarify proposals

-

Negotiation meeting best practices

-

How to respond to common supplier questions

-

What issues to negotiate

-

Written or oral contracts?

-

Role of buyer in the process?

-

Impact of important clauses (evergreen contracts, indexes, penalty
and exit clauses)

-

Template of a contract

-

In this course, the Learner is shown why a buyer should apply the
highest standards of integrity as well as what information can the

Ethics in the Procurement Process

buyer (not) give to 1 or to more suppliers. The subject of Gifts is
explained during the RPF process as well as how a company policy
relates to buyer ethics.
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-

Training for budget holders (non-procurement) on how to
collaborate with procurement

-

IC1001
Fundamental Online
- 30’

What is an RFP process? Why is it important and what are the
different steps?

How to Collaborate with Procure-

-

Role of budget holder and of buyer at every step

ment

-

After viewing this course, a budget holder - having a purchase requirement - will understand (the importance of) an RFP, and
how he should collaborate with a buyer during the whole process.

-

This course will align expectations and drastically improve
relationships between buyers and budget holders.

TE2020
Intermediate
Online - 30’

The Role of Procurement Professionals

TE2021
Intermediate
Online - 30’

The Procurement Processes

TE2022
Advanced
Online - 60’

Needs Assessment

TE2023
Advanced
Online - 30’

Market Analysis

TE2024
Advanced
Online - 30’

Portfolio Analysis

TE2025
Advanced
Online - 30’

Supplier Relationship Analysis

TE2026
Advanced
Online - 30’

Risk Management

TE2027
Advanced
Online - 30’

Supplier Selection

TE2028
Advanced
Online - 30’

Contracting

TE2041
Intermediate
Online - 30’

-

The role procurement professionals play in their organisation.

-

The added value of procurement professionals.

-

The value chain.

-

Overview of the sourcing processes.

-

The sourcing steps.

-

Link between sourcing and the operational procurement
processes.

e-Sourcing Part 1

-

Tactical make-or-buy analysis.

-

Needs assessment.

-

Development of Specifications.

-

How to assess market*

-

Search for potential suppliers.

-

Using an RFI.

-

Learn to strategically position purchased goods & services.

-

Kraljic matrix.

-

Position suppliers inside the supplier preferences table.

-

Defining and manage supplier relationships.

-

Risk assessment & Risk management.

-

Contingency planning.

-

Running the RFP process to award the business to the best quality,
service and total cost supplier.

-

Awarding the business.

-

Main principles for contracting.

-

What is e-Sourcing

-

The benefits of e-Sourcing

-

The four types of functionality in eSourcing tools

-

How to build and manage eRFIs

-

How to Build an eRFP

-

eRFP lot strategy
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TE2042
Intermediate
Online - 30’

e-Sourcing Part 2

-

e-Sourcing within a sound process

-

Manage eRFPs

-

Validate offers

-

Prepare an eAuction & types of eAuctions

-

How to build an eAuction

-

eAuction lot strategy* Managing eAuctions

-

Evaluate eAuction results and awarding

-

Supplier benefits of eSourcing

-

eContracts

-

When to use which eSourcing functionalities

TE1000
Fundamental PDF

RFP Management - Notes

-

Course Book: Managing an RFP, covering courses TE1001-TE1005

TE1010
Fundamental
Online - 10’

RFP Management - Assessment

-

Assessment: Managing an RFP, covering courses TE1001-TE1005

-

Refresher: Managing an RFP, covering courses TE1001-TE1005

-

Course Book: Information before starting course IC1001: ‘How to

TE1006
Fundamental Online
- 20’
TE1060
Advanced
Online - 20’
IC1000
Fundamental PDF
IC1000
Fundamental PDF

RFP Management - Refresher
Course

Procurement fundamentals - Assessment

Information Before Starting
Course IC1001 - Notes

How to Collaborate with Procurement - Notes

Collaborate with Procurement’

-

Course Book: How to Collaborate with Procurement

TE2000
Advanced
PDF

Strategic Sourcing - Notes

-

Course Book: Strategic Sourcing, covering courses TE1020-TE1028

TE2030
Advanced
Online - 10’

Strategic Sourcing - Assessment

-

Assessment: Strategic Sourcing, covering courses TE1020-TE1028

-

Refresher: Strategic Sourcing, covering course TE2021

-

Refresher: Strategic Sourcing, covering course TE2022

-

Refresher: Strategic Sourcing, covering course TE2023

TE2015
Advanced
Online - 5’
TE2016
Advanced
Online - 5’
TE2017
Advanced
Online - 5’

Strategic Sourcing - Refresher
Course

Strategic Sourcing - Refresher
Course

Strategic Sourcing - Refresher
Course
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TE2018
Advanced
Online - 5’

Strategic Sourcing - Refresher
Course

-

Refresher: Strategic Sourcing, covering course TE2025

TE2019
Advanced
Online - 5’

Strategic Sourcing - Refresher
Course

-

Refresher: Strategic Sourcing, covering course TE2027

TE3000
Intermediate
PDF

e-Sourcing Part 1 - Notes

-

Course Book: e-Sourcing, covering courses TE2041-TE2042

TE2045
Intermediate
Online - 20’

e-Sourcing - Assessment

-

Assessment: e-Sourcing, covering courses TE2041-TE2042

-

A serious game for beginners in sourcing that introduces
key concepts over six challenges. Players must choose the
correct actions for needs assessment, market analysis,
risk management and contract award in order to save the
maximum amount of money.

Sourcing Game - Intermediate
Simulation

A serious game for beginners in sourcing that introduces
key concepts over six challenges. Players must choose the
correct actions for needs assessment, market analysis,
risk management and contract award in order to save the
maximum amount of money.

Stakeholder Management

-

Make your next project a success through
better stakeholder management. In this course you
will learn how to:
Identify your stakeholder’s interests and current level of
support
Use an understanding of human motivation to increase
support
Move stakeholders through the change curve
Influence people using both hard and soft tactics and
when each is most effective
Present data for maximum effect

-

Emotionally Intelligent Stakeholder Management

TE9022
Fundamental Online - 5’

TE9023
Intermediate
Online - 20’

SM1001
Fundamental Online
- 30’

SM1002
Intermediate
Online - 20’

Sourcing Game - Easy Simulation

-

Emotionally Intelligent Stakeholder
Management
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Examples of Bundles:

MASTE1
Fundamental
185'

MASTE2
Advanced
315'

MASTER CLASS
'MANAGING A
WORLD-CLASS RFP'
(junior buyers)

MASTER CLASS
'STRATEGIC SOURCING'
(senior buyers)

-

TE1020: Introduction to Procurement Process
TE1001: How to develop specifications?
TE1002: How to write an RFQ/RFI?
TE1003: Basic negotiation tactics
TE1004: Basic contract negotiation
TE1005: Ethics in Procurement Process
TE1000: PDF Summary of Master Class
TE1010: Assessment

-

TE2020: The role of Procurement Professionals
TE2021: The Procurement Processes
TE2022: Needs assessment
TE2023: Market Analysis
TE2024: Portfolio Analysis
TE2025: Supplier Relationship Analysis
TE2026: Risk Mgmt
TE2027: Supplier selection
TE2028: Contracting
TE2000: PDF Summary of Master Class
TE2030: Assessment
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Contract & Supplier
Management
Included are courses such as measuring
and improving supplier performance, supplier
development, auditing compliance, risk
management and supplier resilience. Contract
owners and managers will understand the
administration of contracts through storage,
expiry and renewal.
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-

What is it? Contract Management is ensuring contracts are executed
as agreed. It is about managing contracts, after they have been

SR1001
Fundamental
Online - 30’

Introduction to Contract Man-

signed. Emphasis on working with internal customers and supplier

agement (Supplier Performance
Management)

performance management.
-

Why is it important?

-

Self assessment: how is contract management done in your
company?

SR1002
Intermediate
Online - 30’
SR1003
Intermediate
Online - 30’
SR1004
Intermediate
Online - 30’

SR1005
Advanced
Online - 30’

SR1013
Fundamental
Online - 20’

Corporate Governance of Contract

-

relationship management, performance management, contract

Management Part 1

Corporate Governance of Contract

administration management)
-

The 3 pillars of contract management explained (Supplier
relationship management, performance management, contract

Management Part 2

Contract Management in Practice

The 3 pillars of contract management explained (Supplier

administration management)
-

How does contract management work in practice? A practical
scenario with a focus on relationship with internal customers

-

What is supplier development?

Contract Management - Supplier

-

Which supplier to develop?

Development

-

PDCA cycle

-

Practical scenario

-

A short introduction for junior buyers on SMART Supplier
Performance Measurement.

Contract Management - Supplier

-

Performance Measurement

Learn to establish KPI’s: availability, supplier quality, delivery
performance.

-

Data capturing from simple to extensive depending on the
importance of the contract.

SR1000
Intermediate
PDF
SR1006
Intermediate
Online - 20’
SR1007
Advanced
Online -30’
SR1010
Advanced
Online -30’
SR2000
Advanced
PDF
SR1030
Advanced
Online - 10’

Contract Management - Notes

Contract Management - Refresher
Course

Service Level Agreements (SLA’s)

Contract Management - Assessment

Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) Notes

Service Level Agreements (SLA’S) Assessment

-

Course Book: Contract Management, covering courses SR1001SR1005

-

Refresher: Contract Management, covering courses SR1001-SR1005

-

Defines SLA’s and their components.

-

Explains how to evaluate supplier SLA’s.

-

Provides practical guidelines on using SLA’s to improve performance.

-

Assessment: Contract Management covering courses SR1001-SR1005

-

Course Book: Service Level Agreements, covering course SR1007

-

Assessment: Service Level Agreements, covering course SR1007
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Examples of Bundles:

MASSR1
Advanced
180'

MASTER CLASS
'CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT'

-

SR1001: Introduction to Contract Mgmt
SR1002: Governance of Contract Management 1
SR1003: Governance of Contract Management 2
SR1004: Contract Management in Practice
SR1005: Supplier Development in Practice
SR1000: PDF Summary of Master Class
SR1010: Assessment
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Digital
Procurement
This competence area enables procurement
learners to understand big data analytics and
the practical application of modern automation
and digital technology. It equips them to engage
in process improvement within procurement
and advise stakeholder departments when
looking for process efficiencies. Included are
RPA/AI and Blockchain.
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-

This course will define what a guided buying workflow is, how it can
be applied and the value

DI1001
Intermediate
Online - 30'

of implementation. It aims to demonstrate how this digital
Guided Buying

application that combines artificial Intelligence and Natural
language processing improves the user experience, reduces
administration and increases contract compliance and spend under
management
-

DI1003
Intermediate
Online - 30'

Robotics Process Automation

DI1004
Intermediate
Online - 30'

Blockchain (Bite SIze)

DI1005
Intermediate
Online - 30'

when to use it in the workplace. The aim of this course is to help the
learner know when RPA is a good fit to automate manual processes
in order to free up personnel to do more value-added activity.
-

In this course, you will learn what a block chain is and how to apply
in real world situations. It explores the background to block chain
and how it underpins crypto-currencies like Bitcoin

Artificial Intelligence for Procure-

-

This course introduces you to the key principles of Artificial
Intelligence. It shows examples of where AI is used today in

ment

different departments in an organisation.
-

DI1006
Intermediate
Online - 25'

This course shows how robotic process automation (RPA) works and

This course will show how the internet of things can be used in a
organisation to increase the level of detailed data that you can use to

The Internet of Things

optimize processes. The Learner will understand examples of how
the IoT works and some of the considerations when developing the
internet of things.

DI1007
Intermediate
Online - 30'

Getting Information from Big Data

This course gives learners an overview of the objectives of big data
analytics, and acquaints learners with how to separate useful data
from noise, how to prepare data for analysis, and how to store data.

-

This course is part of a series of courses aimed at practitioners
charged with using 'Big Data' to produce actionable insights.

DI1008
Advanced
Online - 25'

It covers the second step - preparing data - of the process of
Data Preparation

converting data into wisdom. The learner will learn how to
use various sampling techniques and in which situations each
technique should be used. They will learn how to segment data, filter
data, and the key parts of a data security program.

-

This course takes the learner through the next step of turning
data into information that your company can use to make better

DI1009
Advanced
Online - 30’

decisions. You will learn about analytics tools used in business
Descriptive Analytics

analysis, statistics for descriptive analytics, and how to use
probability distributions. This is an advanced course for learners
that want to better use data to improve their customers’ experiences
in addition to other procurement applications.
-

This course shows how to see; given historical patterns, what can
we expect to happen in the future including how to use regression

DI1010
Advanced
Online - 30’

analysis to predict what will happen in the future. It shows how to
Diagnostic Analytics

ensure a significant relationship between variables used as part
of a hypothesis by using the correlation coefficient and hypothesis
testing, how to use statistical forecasting techniques including
naïve, moving average, weighted moving average and exponential
smoothing to predict future demand.
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-

DI1011
Advanced
Online - 30’

In the Predictive Analytics course, you learned how to answer the
question ‘What does the data tell us about what’s going on?’ In this
course, you will see how to use diagnostic analytics to answer the

Predictive Analytics Part 1

question ‘What is the cause of what’s going on?’ Learners will be able
to use correlation to diagnose the cause of business results and test
their hypotheses using various hypothesis testing techniques.
-

DI1012
Advanced
Online - 30’

"In this course, the Learner will learn types of machine learning,
clustering algorithms as well as other machine algorithms. They

Predictive Analytics Part 2

will be introduced to hierarchical clustering as well as K-means
and others. Data mining and machine learning are defined as well
as where they fit into the process of turning data into wisdom.
Supervised and unsupervised learning are explained.
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Negotiation
Your employees will understand how to plan
and prepare negotiation meetings, set
objectives and conduct negotiations using
cognitive biases, game theory and Neuro-Lin
guistic Programming (NLP). They will be able to
achieve additional savings andunderstand how
to establish Win-Win supplier relationships
through effective negotiation.
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NE1001
Intermediate
Online - 30’

NE1002
Intermediate
Online - 30’

NE1003
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Win-Win-Lose Negotiation

-

What is the goal of negotiation: balancing the 5 R’s

-

What are WIN-WIN negotiations? When to use?

-

What is your negotiation style: questionnaire to assess your own
style

Negotiation Preparation

Opening the Negotiation

-

What are critical issues? Do they relate to internal client needs?

-

Set stretching targets. Determine Walk-away position

-

Importance of developing other issues to trade

-

Which suppliers to shortlist for negotiation?

-

What is ZOPA?

-

What is a BATNA?

-

Positive negotiation climate: why do you need it / what is it?

-

How to understand supplier offer?

-

Listening skills

-

Standard vocabulary/answers

-

Taking a position

-

Importance of summarizing

-

How to ask the right questions: open/closed/leading/hypothetical
questions

NE1004
Intermediate
Online - 30’

How to Bargain

-

Reading the Body Language of your supplier

-

How to make concessions (who gives bid first, trade minor issues,
say yes, …)

-

Tactics: low ball/high ball, what-if, bluffing /bogey/ expose supplier
tactics”

-

NE1005
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Closing a Negotiation

NE1006
Intermediate
Online - 20’

Tips for Negotiation

NE1020
Advanced
Online - 45’

NE1021
Advanced
Online - 30’

NE1022
Advanced
Online - 30’

Game Theory

Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders Part 1

Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders Part 2

When to stop bargaining and closing the deal: spot closing signals•
Handle last minute objections

-

Finalize the deal and communicate with internal customer

-

Top 6 negotiation tips

-

Negotiation pitfalls

-

View the negotiation from the supplier’s perspective

-

Design the game such that it is in the supplier’s interest to deliver
the result that you want

-

Predict supplier’s behavior

-

Make your negotiation approach credible

-

Deliver the result

-

Influence stakeholders (or suppliers) using Neuro Linguistic
Programming (i.e. a form of emotional intelligence)

-

Step 1: analyze and improve yourself

-

Resolving conflict

-

Choose how you respond to situations

-

Step 2: Read and influence others to improve collaboration
Build rapport
The four habits to improve confidence, tenacity and
productivity
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NE1023
Advanced
Online - 30’

Biases in Negotiations Part 1

NE1024
Advanced
Online - 30’

Biases in Negotiations Part 2

NE1025
Advanced
Online - 15’

Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders - Refresher Course

NE1000
Intermediate
PDF

Winning Negotiations - Notes

NE1010
Intermediate
Online - 30’

-

Learn how bias costs your organization money
Which cognitive biases affect negotiation results?
Correct the systematic errors that we all make

-

Learner is shown an interactive scenario and must identify
bias
Once identified, learn how to avoid the bias in your own team
and how to use the supplier’s bias in your own advantage

-

-

Refresher: Using NLP to Influence stakeholders - covering
courses NE1021 and NE1022

-

Course Book: Winning Negotiations, covering courses
NE1001-NE1006

Winning Negotiations - Assessment

-

Assessment: Winning Negotiations, covering courses
NE1001-NE1006

NE1007-1009
Intermediate
Online - 15’

Winning Negotiations - Refresher Course

-

Refresher: Winning Negotiations, covering courses NE1001NE1006

NE2000G
Advanced
PDF

Game Theory - Notes

-

Course Book: Game Theory, covering course NE1020

NE2000N
Advanced
PDF

Using NLP to influence Stakeholders -Notes

-

Course Book: Using NLP to influence stakeholders, covering
courses NE1021-NE1022

NE2000B
Advanced
PDF

Cognitive Biases in Negotiations - Notes

-

Course Book: Cognitive Biases in Negotiations, covering
courses NE1023-NE1024

NE1070
Advanced
Online - 20’

Game Theory - Assessment

-

Assessment: Game Theory, covering course NE1020

NE1040
Advanced
Online - 20’

Using NLP to influence Stakeholders - Assessment

-

Assessment: Using NLP to influence stakeholders, covering
courses NE1021-NE1022

NE1090
Advanced
Online - 20’

Cognitive Biases in Negotiations - Assessment

-

Assessment: Cognitive Biases in Negotiations, covering
courses NE1023-NE1024

NE1026-1027
Advanced
Online - 15’

Advanced Negotiation Techniques - Refresher Course

-

Refresher: Advanced Negotiation Techniques, covering
courses NE1023-NE1024

-

Put your negotiation skills to the test with this real life
negotiation simulation. The negotiation game tests the skills
you have learned throughout the negotiation series of high
impact eLearning courses.

NE1100
Advanced
Online - 15’

Negotiation Serious Game
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MASNE1
Advanced
200'

MASNE2
Advanced
225'

MASTER CLASS
'WINNING
NEGOTIATIONS'

-

NE1001: Win-Win-Lose negotiations
NE1002: Negotiation preparation
NE1003: How to open negotiation?
NE1004: How to bargain?
NE1005: Closing a negotiation
NE1006: Negotiation Tips
NE1000: PDF Summary of Master Class
NE1010: Assessment

MASTER CLASS
'ADVANCED NEGOTIATION
TECHNIQUES'

-

NE1020: Game Theory
NE1021: Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders, Part 1
NE1022: Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders, Part2
NE1023: Biases in Negotiations, Part 1
NE1024: Biases in Negotiations, Part 2
NE2000G, 2000N, 2000B: PDF Summary of Master Class
NE1070, 1040, 1090: Assessment
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Legal & Regulatory
Learners will understand the elements of a
legally binding contract, how to use legal terms
and conditions, manage legal disputes and apply
key clauses such as Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR). This knowledge is applicable for all legal
jurisdictions and includes courses on important
international legislation such as 2020 Incoterms
and GDPR.
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CO1016
Fundamental
Online - 30’

CO1001
Intermediate
Online - 30’

CO1002
Intermediate
Online - 30’

-

Importance to understand contract law

Introduction of Legal Aspects in

-

Need to seek legal advice

Procurement

-

Power of Attorney

-

What is a contract?

-

What is a contract?

-

Difference between ‘invitation to treat’, ‘counter offer’ and a
‘contract’

Basic Principles of a Contract

-

Is an oral contract valid?

-

Which contracts need to be written by law?

-

What is battle of forms? How to avoid?

-

Framework agreements & e-contracts”

-

Recognize and deal with impactful clauses, often proposed by sellers
Exclusion clause

•

Automatic index clause

Important Clauses - Limit Company

•

Silent extension of contract

Exposure

•

Delivery clause / incoterms

-

-

CO1003
Intermediate
Online - 30’

•

Termination of a Contract

-

-

Exit clause
•

How to opt out easily of a contract

•

Threat of an exit clause on performance of supplier

Ways to terminate a contract in case of poor supplier performance.
•

By frustration

•

By mutual agreement

•

By breach of contract

Remedial clauses (what are they/when to use)
•

Liquidated damages clause

•

Penalty clause

•

Equitable damages clause

What are your rights if some terms in a contract are missing or are
badly specified?

CO1004
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Statutory Rights of a Buyer

•

Late delivery

•

Missing payment terms - supplier send faulty invoice

•

Supplier delivers same specs but different brand

•

Supplier delivers defective goods, incomplete delivery,too
many goods

•

Title of ownership Subcontracting

•

Unfair contract terms

•

Remedies (rights of a buyer in case of breach of condition or
warranty)

CO1005
Intermediate
Online - 30’

CO1013
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Resolving Disputes

Incoterms 2010

-

Why avoid legal proceedings

-

Importance of exit clauses

-

ADR Alternate Dispute Resolution methods

-

•

Mediation

•

Conciliation

•

Arbitration

2010 Incoterms
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-

CO1014
Intermediate
Online - 30’

CO1015
Advanced
Online - 30’

Contract Terms

Contract Templates - NDA - Letter
of Intent

Discussion of main clauses to negotiate in a contract
•

Liabilities

•

Warranties

•

IP

•

Place of law

•

…

•

Contract termination

-

Why can’t we use one Master contract?

-

Do we need a service, goods and software contract?

-

What is an NDA and when to use?

-

What is LOI, what are the pitfalls, which wording should be used/
avoided, when to use

CO1000
Intermediate
PDF
CO1010
Intermediate
Online - 30’
CO1006-1008
Intermediate
Online - 15’

Legal Aspects in Procurement -

-

Notes

Legal Aspects in Procurement - As-

CO1001-CO1005

-

sessment

Legal Aspects in Procurement -

Course Book: Legal aspects in Procurement, covering courses

Assessment: Legal aspects in Procurement, covering courses
CO1001-CO1005

-

Refresher course

Refresher: Legal aspects in Procurement, covering courses CO1001CO1005

CO1000I
Intermediate
PDF

Incoterms 2010 - Notes

-

Course Book: Incoterms 2010, covering course CO1013

CO1000T
Intermediate
PDF

Contract Terms - Notes

-

Course Book: Contract Terms, covering course CO1014

Contract Terms and Conditions -

-

Course Book: Contract Terms and Conditions, covering courses

CO1000C
Intermediate
PDF
CO1020
Intermediate
Online - 20’

CO1030
Intermediate
Online - 30’

CO1031
Intermediate
Online - 30’

CO1032
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Notes

Contract Terms and Conditions -

CO1014-CO1015

-

Assessment

Competition Law - Part 1

Competition Law - Part 2

GDPR

Assessment: Contract Terms and Conditions, covering courses
CO1014-CO1015

-

What competition law is

-

Areas covered by competition law

-

How to recognize when competition law may apply

-

What to do in situations in which competition law applies

-

What Procurement needs to know about Competition Law

-

What market dominance is

-

Examples of unfair terms and conditions

-

Reporting suspicions of anti-competitive behavior

-

The regulations behind the General data Protection
regulations (GDPR) * The importance of compliance
* Breaches * Consequences of breaching GDPR* Data
Protection Principles * Enhanced Data Subject Rights *
Obligations for Organizations
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-

The regulations behind the General data Protection regulations
(GDPR)

CO1033
Advanced
Online - 30’

Incoterms 2020

-

The importance of compliance

-

Breaches

-

Consequences of breaching GDPR

-

Data Protection Principles

-

Enhanced Data Subject Rights

-

Obligations for Organizations

Examples of Bundles:

MASCO1
Fundamental
180'

MASCO2
Intermediate
110'

-

CO1001: Basic Principles of a contract

-

CO1002: Important Clauses of a contract

MASTER CLASS

-

CO1003: Termination of a contract

'LEGAL ISSUES IN

-

CO1004: Statutory protection

PURCHASING'

-

CO1005: Dispute resolution

-

CO1000: PDF Summary of Master Class

-

CO1010: Assessment

-

CO1013: Incoterms 2010

MASTER CLASS

-

CO1014: Contract Terms

'TERMS, TEMPLATES AND INCO-

-

CO1015: Contract Templates - NDA - Letter of Intent

TERMS'

-

CO1000: PDF Summary of Master Class

-

CO1020: Assessment
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Operational
Procurement
These courses instruct learners on the practical
implementation of the Purchase-to-Pay (P2P)
cycle. They will be able to drive compliance
targets through reducing maverick buying
and transactional costs or using procurement
techniques such as guided-buying through
catalogues, e-procurement, VMI and purchase
cards.
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OP1001
Fundamental
Online - 30’

OP1002
Intermediate
Online - 30’

OP1003
Intermediate
Online - 30’

OP1004
Intermediate
Online - 30’

The Key Principles

Procure-to-Pay (P2P) Part 1

Procure-to-Pay (P2P) Part 2

Operational Procurement Tools

OP1005
Advanced
Online - 30’

e-Procurement

OP1000
Intermediate
PDF

Operational Procurement - Notes

OP1030
Intermediate
Online - 30’

Operational Procurement

-

Definitions, the process and targets.

-

Role of the operational buyer.

-

Stakeholders and the operational buyer.

-

The three way match.

-

Increase compliance / improve efficiency.

-

Process, contract, and policy compliance.

-

Reduce maverick buying.

-

Manage requisition creation

-

The three flows of requisition creation

-

The use of MRP systems in operational procurement

-

Managing stock and its implications

-

Purchase Order

-

Manage transactions from requisition creation to invoice payment

-

The automatic, semi-automatic, and manual paths

-

How to move transactions to (semi-) automatic

-

How to execute a rapid sourcing process

-

Vendor Managed Inventory: the good and the bad

-

How e-Procurement works & advantages and disadvantages

-

How to use e-Catalogues to improve compliance and efficiency

-

Consortium purchases

-

Advantages & disadvantages of Business Process Outsourcing

-

When to use blanket PO’s

-

Use portfolio analysis to know when to use each tool

-

A concise summary of how e-Procurement contributes to
operational procurement success for senior procurement personnel

-

How e-Procurement works & advantages and disadvantages

-

How to use e-Catalogues to improve compliance and efficiency

-

Course book: Operational procurement, covering courses OP1001OP1004

-

- Assessment

Assessment: Operational procurement, covering courses OP1001OP1004

OP1000E
Advanced
PDF

e-procurement - Notes

-

Course book: e-procurement, covering course OP1005

OP1035
Advanced
Online - 20’

e-procurement - Assessment

-

Assessment: e-procurement, covering course OP1005

Operational Procurement

-

Refresher: Operational procurement, covering courses OP1001-

OP1006-1007
Fundamental
Online - 30’

- Refresher Course

OP1004
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Project
Management
Learners will be able to act as a project manager.
From forming a team and setting up project
governance to hand-over of a successfully
completed project. Competence includes
building a plan with critical path analysis
and resource planning, soft skills for change
management, managing stakeholders and
building a high-performing team.
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PM1004
Advanced
Online - 30’

PM1003
Intermediate
Online -30'

PM1005
Advanced
Online - 30’

-

Defines project team roles.

Project Management

-

Explains how to motivate the team

- Project Stakeholders

-

Provides a process for managing stakeholders.

-

Explains how to influence stakeholders.

-

High level overview of what project management is and why it is

Project Time Planning

important. Defines principles of project management. Provides an
overview of the Project Management Process.
-

Provides a process for managing risk, and explains each step in

Project Management

detail. Explains how to take advantage of upside risk to achieve

- Risk Management

an even better result. Gives practical tips for improving risk
management.
-

Defines project controls, and explains configuration management.
Explains how to implement change management, and how changes

PM1006
Advanced
Online - 30’

PM1040
Advanced
Online - 20’
PM1050
Advanced
Online - 20’
MS1000
Advanced
PDF

Project Management
- Project Controls

Project Management

manager and project boards.
Explains project tolerances and reporting.

-

Explains how to conduct a project handover.

-

Assessment: Project Management Fundamentals covering courses
PM1001-PM1003

Project Management Advanced -

-

Assessment: Project Management covering courses

Assessment

-

PM1004-PM1006

-

Course Book: SRM, covering courses MS1020-MS1021

-

Refresher: SRM, covering courses MS1020-MS1021

-

Defines corporate fraud, and why people commit fraud.

-

Provides warning signs to look for.

-

Provides actions all employees can take to prevent corporate fraud.

-

12 ways procurement can improve the value they are getting from

Supplier Relationship
Management (SRM) Notes

SRM - Refresher course

MS1024
Fundamental
Online - 30’

Corporate Fraud Prevention

MS1026
Advanced
Online - 30’

Value Management - Part 1

MS1027
Advanced
Online - 30’

Value Management - Part 2

MS1042
Advanced
Online - 30’

Provides practical guidelines on problem escalation between project

-

Fundamentals - Assessment

MS1023
Advanced
Online - 10’

MS1041
Advanced
Online - 30’

impact time, cost-benefit, and quality.
-

their category. It looks at both factors that influence value: utility
and cost.
-

12 ways procurement can improve the value they are getting from
their category. It looks at both factors that influence value: utility
and cost.

Procurement Metrics - Measuring

-

Savings

Procurement Metrics - Measuring
Cost Reduction and Value beyond
Cost Reduction

Different ways of measuring 'hard' savings and the criteria that
procurement must meet in order to credibly claim savings

-

You will learn what is meant by cost avoidance and the various
methods for measuring it. You will also see best practices in

-

defining value beyond cost reduction and how to report this value to
senior management.
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MS1030
Advanced
Online - 20’

SRM - Assessment

MS1043
Advancedl
Online - 10’

Procurement Center of Excellence

MS1044
Advanced
Online - 20’

-

Assessment: SRM, covering courses MS1020-MS1021

-

Learn how and why to conduct spend analysis, including Total
External Spend, Spend Within Procurement Scope, and Spend
Under Management.

-

Calculate and report on Procurement's Return On Investment

Measuring Procurement’s Return

-

How to analyze procurement's delivery capability

on Investment

-

Provides a framework for deciding how and whether to invest more
in Procurement

MS1033
Advanced
Online - 15’

Value Management - Assessment

MS2000
Fundamental
PDF

Vision, Mission and Strategy - Notes

-

Course Book: Vision, Mission and Strategy, covering course MS1022

MS3000
Fundamental
PDF

Corporate Fraud Prevention - Notes

-

Course Book: Corporate Fraud Prevention, covering course MS1024

MS4000
Advanced
PDF

Value Management - Notes

-

Course Book : Value Management, covering courses MS1026-MS1027

Project Management Fundamentals

-

Refresher: Project Management Fundamentals, covering courses

PM1007
Advanced
Online - 15’
PM1008
Advanced
Online - 15’
SS1001
Advanced
Online - 20’
SS1002
Advanced
Online - 20’

-

MS1026-MS1027

- Refresher Course

Advanced Project Management -

PM1001-PM1003

-

Refresher Course

Sustainability in the Supply Chain
- Part 1

Sustainability in the Supply Chain
- Part 2

Assessment: Value Management, covering courses

Refresher: Advanced Project Management, covering courses
PM1004-PM1006

-

Together with Part 2, this course provides a step-by-step guide

-

to implementing a sustainability program, and linking it to

-

everyday business activities.

-

How to conduct a supplier evaluation in practical detail.

-

Using supplier questionnaires, site visits and third party audits to
ensure that suppliers are conducting business in a sustainable way.

PM1000A
Fundamental

Project Management Introduction
Notes

-

Notes on Introduction to Project Management for Procurement

PM1000P
Advanced
Online

Advanced Project Management
Notes

-

Notes on Advanced Project Management

PM1000U
Intermediate

Project Management Fundamentals
Notes

-

Notes on project management fundamentals
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Surverys

AS1001
Online - 120'

Learning Needs Analysis

-

Self-rating

Survey: self-rating

-

Start of a dialogue with procurement manager

AS1003
Online - 120'

Learning Needs Analysis

-

Test bank for procurement staff

Survey - Test bank

-

Multiple-choice questions

-

Assessment of Procurement department alongside 7

AS1002
Online - 120'

Procurement assessment

different segments (strategic intent, leadership, design of
tactical process, RFX process, relationship mgmt, strategic
cost management, capital productivity, operational processes)
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Buying
& Merchandising
Retail learners will understand the role played
by the buyer. This competence includes courses
addressing global sourcing and supplier audits
which are applicable outside retail. Learners will
understand considerations about 3rd party
manufacturing location and reputational/exchange rate risks as well as building
profitable product ranges.
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-

Course*

BM1001

This course introduces the role of the commercial
buyer in retail. The Role purpose. Working with key

The Art of the Buyer

stakeholders. Critical activities and skills used in
being a buyer.

Product Lifecycle for Buying Func-

Course*

BM1002

Course*

BM1003

Global Sourcing

Course*

BM1004

New Product Development

-

tions

This course explores the stages of a products
lifecycle.

-

In this course, we look at how to decide where in the
world to manufacture your goods

-

This course understands the role of the buyer in
NPD - New Product Development.

-

Margin, Inventory turns, profit, Market share, NPS,
Clickthough, footfall. Daniel is new buyer in retail

Course*

BM1005

and he needs to understand some basic context of

Key Retail Metrics

what is important. He visits each key department
in turn and listens to what is important to them for
their effective operation.
-

Revenue per ft2, SKU's Inventory policies,
Advertising. Daniel needs to open a new retail store
and he needs to understand some basic context of

Course*

BM1006

what the components of cost in a retail environment

Cost Drivers in Retail

are. He speaks to different departments to
understand the key costs that a retailer faces and
what some of the key levers that a retailer can use to
reduce cost.
-

Exchange rate movements - worked example Treasury hedging, natural hedging. Daniel is a buyer

Course*

BM1007

Planning and Preparing

of dinnerware (as before) and this time one of his

for Exchange Rate RIsk

suppliers is in a country where an exchange rate has
happened. He needs to understand what to do to
protect the organisation from movements
-

Course*

BM1008

Relocating production. Negotiation; Labour

Responding to Exchange Rate

arbitration; Finishing closer to customer. Daniel is in

Movements

a country when the exchange rate suddenly moves
significantly… What does he do now…
-

Steps in building a range - concepts and structures
Customer trends - range integrity, budgets,
profitabiliy targets. Coordination with other

Course*

BM1009

Building a Range

departments. Daniel is put in charge of introducing
a new line of gardening tools into a store. They've
never had a gardening department and this is a
chance to build a range from scratch.
-

How to align ranges with seasons, phasing in
new products and removing lines. Planning
change-overs, promotions and discounting.
Daniel is a seasoned buyer who manages a range

Course*

BM1010

Range Phasing In and Out

of pharmaceutical products in a retail pharmacy.
He needs to plan for New Products , seasonality
and innovation. But there's a problem he's been
approached by 3 different OEM's with similar
products - which ones should he choose?
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-

Working with pricing in the range, Lost leaders,
customer Price Points, price leaders, price
comparison, mystery shopping; RRP, MRP. Daniel
works at an online retailer of Baby products. He is

Course*

BM1011

in charge of pricing for the range of sleep-related

Pricing Strategies

products (cots, clothes, toys) and he needs to design
pricing strategies that will grow market share….
rapidly. He choses different pricing tactics for
different products and wins hundreds of new
customers.
-

Course*

BM1012

Learn the end-to-end process for planning and
executing successful promotional campaigns,

**Promotions Planning

involving cross-functional stakeholders from

Process - Best Practices

functions including Buying/ Merchandising, Supply
Chain, Operations and Marketing

Course*

BM1013

Course*

BM1014

Course*

BM1015

**Scenario analysis for

-

Learn how to negotiate profit-optimal vendor deals
for promotional campaigns using financial analysis,

Optimal Vendor deals

scenario analysis and competitive review

**Data-driven promotional

-

forecasting

Learn how to forecast the demand uplift from
promotions with different types of attributes

**Designing cross-channel

-

Learn the process steps needed in Merchandising,
logistics, Marketing and Advertising, to design a

promotional campaigns

successful promotional campaign.
-

How to conduct a supplier visit - what to watch out
for and how to respond to a supplier during a visit.

Course*

BM1016

Daniel is asked to investigate a quality issue at an

Supplier Audit

overseas contract factory - he visits and finds H&S
/ Quality / Hazardous and other issues. He reports
back and makes plans for supplier improvement
-

In this microlearning, we understand the
background to why buyers need to consider the

Microlearning*

BM3001

Entirety if the Supply Chain

entirety of their supply chain. The example of palm
oil is used to challenge the buyer to understand
the impact of buying decisions and how they can
improve the sustainability.

*In progress
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Simulations

CA9001

Spend Analysis

-

CA1001 - Category Management - Spend Analysis

CA9002

Opportunity Scan

-

CA1001 - Category Management - Spend Analysis

CA9003

STP

-

CA1003 - Category Management - The initiation Phase

CA9004

The Swot Tool

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development

CA9005

Generating Strategic Options

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development

CA9006

Supply Chain Mapping

-

CA1004 - Categogy Management - Category Analysis

CA9007

Business Requirements

-

CA1003 - Category Management - The initiation Phase

CA9008

Implementation Planning

-

CA1006 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Implementation

CA9009

Category Management
- Deciding when to Start
the Process Again

-

CA1007 - Category Management - Continuous Improvement

CA9010

Category Management
- Technology Mapping

-

CA1004 - Category Management - Category Analysis

CA9011

Risk Management Simulation

-

CA1004 - Category Management - Category Analysis

CA9012

Category Management
- Mastering Supply Market
Competitiveness

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development
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CA9013

Category Management
- Determining potential sources
of leverage

CA9014

-

CA1006 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Implementation

Category Management
- Contingency Planning

-

CA1006 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Implementation

CA9015

Category Management
- Creating the Category Strategy

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development

CA9016

Category Management
- Change Management

-

CA1004 - Category Management - Category Analysis

CA9017

Category Management
- Defining Specifications

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development

CA9018*

Category Management
- Award Criteria

-

CA1006 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Implementation

CA9019*

Category Management
- Risk Assessment

-

CA1005 - Category Management - Category Strategy
Development

CA9020

Category Management
- Six Sigma

-

CA1007 - Category Management - Continuous Improvement

CA9022

Category Management
- Supplier Development

-

CA1007 - Category Management - Continuous Improvement

CM9001

Cost Breakdown

-

CM1003 - Cost estimation Should Cost

CM9002

Developing a Cost Breakdown

-

CM1002 - Cost Calculation

CM9003

Value Analysis

-

CM1005 - Value Analysis and Value Engineering

CM9004

Total Cost of Ownership
Simulation - Contract Research

-

CM1004 - Cost Management - Total Cost of Ownership

CM9005

Determine the Best
Supplier Simulation

-

CM1004 - Cost Management - Total Cost of Ownership

CM9006

Total Cost of Ownership
Simulation

-

CM1004 - Cost Management - Total Cost of Ownership

CM9007

Value Engineering Part 1

-

CM1005 - Value Analysis and Value Engineering

CM9008*

Value Engineering Part 2

-

CM1005 - Value Analysis and Value Engineering

CO9001

Legal - Difficult Clauses

-

CO1014 - Contract Terms

CO9002

Legal - Issues in Shipping

-

CO1013 - IncoTerms 2010

CO9003

Contract Formation - IT
Services

-

CO1001 - Basic Principles of a Contract

CO9004

Limitation of Liability

-

CO1002 - Important Clauses - Limit Company Exposure

FI9001

Financial Impact of Large
Purchases

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios
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FI9002

Financial Stability of a Supplier

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

FI9003

Payment Terms

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

FI9004

Evaluating Supplier Financials
- Part 1

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

FI9005

Evaluating Supplier Financials
- Part 2

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

FI9006

Working Capital

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

FI9007

Reading a Supplier’s
Balance Sheet

-

FI1004 - Financial Ratios

MS9001

Supplier Relationship
Management Simulation

-

MS1020 & 1021 - SRM, part I & II

MS9002

Supplier Segmentation

-

MS1020 - Supplier Relationship Management, part I

MS9003

Value Management

-

MS1026 - Value Management - Part 1

MS9004

Improving Value

-

MS1027 - Value Management - Part 2

MS9005

Strategic Alliance Management
Part 1

-

MS1020 & 1021 - SRM, part I & II

MS9006

Strategic Alliance Management
Part 2

-

MS1020 & 1021 - SRM, part I & II

MS9007*

SRM - Evaluation

-

MS1021 - Supplier Relationship Management, part II

MS9008

Manage Supplier Relationships

-

MS1020 & 1021 - SRM, part I & II

MS9009*

Value levers Simulation Part 3

-

MS1026 - Value Management, part I

MS9010*

Value levers Simulation Part 4

-

MS1027 - Value Management, part II

NE9001

Negotiation - Preparation

-

NE1002 - Negotiation Preparation

NE9002

Conducting the Negotiation

-

NE1004 - How to Bargain

NE9003

NLP - Improve Yourself

-

NE1021 - Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders, part I

NE9004

NLP - Resolve Conflict

-

NE1021 - Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders, part I

NE9005

NLP - Influence Others

-

NE1022 - Using NLP to Influence Stakeholders, part II

NE9006

Game Theory

-

NE1020 - Game Theory

NE9007

Cognitive Bias
- Avoid Bias

-

NE1023 - Cognitive Biases in Negotiations, part I

NE9008

Cognitive Bias
- Use Bias in your Favor

-

NE1024 - Cognitive Biases in Negotiations, part II

NE9008

Cognitive Bias
- Use Bias in your Favor

-

NE1024 - Cognitive Biases in Negotiations, part II
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OP9001

Operational Procurement
- Improve Efficiency

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9002

Operational Procurement
- Increase Compliance

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9003

Operational Procurement
- Creating a Requisition

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9004

Operational Procurement
- e-Procurement Part 1

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9005

Operational Procurement
- e-Procurement Part 2

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

PM9001

Project Management
- Get the Project Started

-

PM1001- Intro to Project Management

PM9002

Project Management
- Critical Path Analysis - Part 1

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

PM9003

Project Management
- Critical Path Analysis - Part 2

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

PM9004

Project Management
- Resource Planning

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

PM9005

Project Management
- Applying NPV

-

PM1002 - Developing a Business Case

OP9001

Operational Procurement
- Improve Efficiency

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9002

Operational Procurement
- Increase Compliance

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9003

Operational Procurement
- Creating a Requisition

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9004

Operational Procurement
- e-Procurement Part 1

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

OP9005

Operational Procurement
- e-Procurement Part 2

-

OP1000-1005, 1030, 1035 - All Operational Procurement
Courses

PM9001

Project Management
- Get the Project Started

-

PM1001- Intro to Project Management

PM9002

Project Management
- Critical Path Analysis - Part 1

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

Project Management
- Critical Path Analysis - Part 2

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

PM9004

Project Management
- Resource Planning

-

PM1003 - Project Time Planning

PM9005

Project Management
- Applying NPV

-

PM1002 - Developing a Business Case

* InPM9003
development
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PM9006

Project Management
- Leading the Team

-

PM1004 - Project Stakeholders

PM9007

Project Management - Risk
Mgmt for Moving Machinery

-

PM1005 - Risk Management

PM9008

Project Mangement - Dealing
with Change Requests

-

Dealing with Change Requests PM1001-1006 - Project
Management

SR9001

Supplier Development - Part 1

-

SR1005 - Supplier Development

SR9002

Supplier Development - Part 2

-

SR1005 - Supplier Development

SR9003

Plan - Do - Check - Act (PDCA)

-

SR1005 - Supplier Development

SR9004

Contract Management

-

SR1004 - Contract Management in Practice

SR9005

Service Level Agreements (SLA)

-

SR1007 - Service Level Agreements

SR9006

Key Performance Indicators
(KPI)

-

SR1007 - Service Level Agreements

-

You are a senior marketing buyer, and your key stakeholder
is the marketing director. You decide to try to influence the
use of the marketing budget to achieve the best value for the
money, but it will not be easy. You are given a short scenario
and asked to apply the knowledge of influencing people that
you gained during the 'Stakeholder Management' course.
This simulation will give you an opportunity to practice your
influencing skills. It will take no more than 10 minutes.

-

You are placed into the role of a procurement manager.
Part of your job is to keep your team members motivated,
which is best done by practicing emotional intelligence.
You are placed in a short scenario in which your emotional
intelligence will be tested - an RFP process is taking too
long. You will be given the opportunity to apply what you
have learned in the Emotionally Intelligent Stakeholder
Management course in a simulated environment so that you
will be prepared to handle future difficult situations. The
simulation will take no more than 10 minutes.

SM9001

Influence the Marketing
Director

SM9002

Dealing with Feedback from
Subordinates

TE9001

Portfolio Analysis - Part 1

-

TE2024 - Sourcing - Portfolio Analysis

TE9002

Portfolio Analysis - Part 2

-

TE2024 - Sourcing - Portfolio Analysis

TE9003

e-Sourcing - Part 1

-

TE2041 - eSourcing, part I

TE9004

e-Sourcing - Part 2

-

TE2042 - eSourcing, part II

TE9005

Improve Specifications

-

TE1001 - How to develop specifications

TE9006

RFI

-

TE1002 - Writing the RFI/RFP

TE9007

e-Sourcing - eRFI

-

TE2041 - eSourcing, part I

TE9008

Supplier Relationship Analysis

-

TE2025 - Sourcing - Supplier Relationship Analysis

* In development
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TE9009

e-Sourcing - e-Auctions

-

TE2041 - eSourcing, part II

TE9010

Become a Better Customer

-

TE2022 - Sourcing - Needs Assessment

TE9011

Needs Assessment

-

TE2025 - Sourcing - Supplier Relationship Analysis

TE9013

Choose the Contract Type

-

TE1004 - Sourcing - Basic contract negotiation
TE2028 - Sourcing - Contracting”

TE9014

Market Analysis

-

TE2023 - Sourcing - Market Analysis

TE9016*

Sourcing Strategy

-

TE2027 - Supplier Selection

TE9018

Risk Management

-

TE2026 - Sourcing - Risk Management

TE9020*

Quality Management

-

SR1004 - Contract Management in Practice

TE9021*

Continuous Improvement

-

SR1004 - Contract Management in Practice
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Microlearning

CA3001

Opportunity Analysis

CM3001

The Role of Procurement Professionals in Managing Costs

CO3001

CO3002

Reminds learners that the purpose of categegory
management tools such as the Kraljic matrix are about
developing insight rather than checking boxes. Provides
tips on presenting a category strategy. Task is to create a
category strategy presentation.

-

Reminds learners of the factors they should use to
determine the best value improvement opportunities for
category management projects. Task is to prioritize (or reprioritize) your category management projects.

-

Provides examples of how buyers can lower total costs
through their work selecting and working with suppliers.
The task is to apply this knowledge.

-

Reminders of three important clauses suppliers like to
include in their contracts; exclusion clauses, automatic index
clauses, and silent extensions. Task is to review a contract to
look for clauses that favor the supplier and make a note to
negotiate these clauses during the next negotiation.

-

Reminders of three important clauses suppliers like to
include in their contracts; exclusion clauses, automatic index
clauses, and silent extensions. Task is to review a contract to
look for clauses that favor the supplier and make a note to
negotiate these clauses durin the next negotiation.

-

Reminds buyers to first ask for quotes with the 'Ex Works'
Incoterm and why that is good practice. Then provides a
framework for deciding on which Incoterm is best. Task is
to put this knowledge into practice in next supplier contract
negotiation.

Using Category Management
Tools

CA3002

CM3002

-

Reasons for a Should Cost
Analysis

Important Clauses

Incoterms
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FI3001

FI3002

MS3001

NE3001

BATNA

OP3002

Reminds learners of how to use ROTA to quantify their
contribution and how ROTA could be used to evaluate
suppliers. Task is to apply this knowledge by quantifying
their contribution or evaluating/ selecting suppliers.

-

Reminds learners how to present cost avoidance when they
have successfully challenged a specification, making 'hard
savings' small or even non-existant. Provides a reminder of
the various cost avoidance metrics. Task is to check progress
toward a cost avoidance target either given to the learner or
created by the learner.

-

Challenges learners to understand their company's and
department's vision, mission, and strategy and align their
work with the same. Task is to create a personal work plan
that aligns with your department's vision, mission and
strategy.

-

The most important part of negotiation preparation is
developing a BATNA. Task is to develop a strong BATNA in
their next negotiation.

-

Reminds learners to invest their time wisely - by
understanding and then delivering their critical issues. Task
is for learners to prepare their top three critical issues for
their next negotiation.

-

Explains how to counter the argument that stakeholders
can find items cheaper on the internet' than going through
Procurement systems. The task is to explain the benefits of
going through Procurement systems to a stakeholder.

-

Reminds learners - using examples - about how to use
emotional intelligence to better align with stakeholders.
Task is to listen what others are telling you. Reflect on each
notable encounter and consider what that person was not
only saying, but also feeling.

-

Reminds learners - using examples - about how to use
emotional intelligence to better align with stakeholders.
Task is truly listen to what others are telling you. Reflect on
each notable encounter and consider what that person was
not only saying, but also feeling.

-

Reminds learners of the six elements of building a
compelling business case. Task is to create a compelling
business case.

-

Challenges procurement professionals to prioritize
their contract management efforts on suppliers that can
potentially provide the most value. Provides examples of
how to make those decisions. Task is to reflect on your
current activities, and determine if there is a better way to
spend your contract management energy.

Critical Issues

Explain the Benefits

The Ongoing Drive For Automation

PM3001

Stakeholder Management

PM3002

Category Management Change Management

SR3001

-

Cost Avoidance

Vision, Mission and Strategy

OP3001

Provides the keys to understanding whether a supplier is
sufficiently financially stable. Task is to find out or calculate
the current ratio and acid test ratio.

Using ROTA

MS3002

NE3002

Financial Ratios

Developing a Business Case
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SR3002

SM1000A

Stakeholder Management
Notes

TE3001

Specification

TE3002

-

Reminds learners of how to use the PDCA cycle to drive
supplier improvement. Task is to implement a supplier
improvement using PDCA.

-

Reminds learners - using examples - about how to use
emotional intelligence to better align with stakeholders.
Task is truly listen to what others are telling you. Reflect on
each notable encounter and consider what that person was
not only saying, but also feeling.

-

Reminder on the keys to success for e-Auctions. Task is to
use their e-Sourcing tool for their next sourcing project.

-

Learn how to develop a TCO analysis
What are the hidden costs associated with buying decisions
Using TCO to compare offers
Prerequisites: CO1001-CO1004

PDCA

e-Sourcing
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Webinar Toolkits

-

TEVT01

RFP Management Level 1-3
Toolkit

-

TEVT02

eSourcing Level 1-3 Toolkit

-

TEVT03

eSourcing Expert Level 4 Toolkit

-

This toolkit provides the content to run a peer to peer
learning session over a webinar workshop. The topic is
targeted at level 1-3 learners to embed the learnings on RFP
management.
It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further
This toolkit provides the content to run a peer to peer
learning session over a webinar workshop.
The topic is targeted at level 1-3 learners to embed the
learnings on e-Sourcing.
It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further
This toolkit provides the content to run a peer to peer
learning session over a webinar workshop.
The topic is targeted at level 4 learners to develop
improvements and increase adoption of e-Sourcing best
practice.
It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further
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TEVT04

Quality in the API Sourcing
Process Level 4 Toolkit

-

-

MSVT01

ICVT01

Agile Procurement Level 4
Toolkit

-

This toolkit brings the team together to explore how the
sourcing of API's differs from typical competitive events.
Videos and documents bring best practice from industry to
prompt discussion.
The topic is targeted at level 4 learners to share and
customise the way that API sourcing differs in your
organization
It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further
This Level 4 workshop toolkit builds project management
and category management skills to improve procurement
processes and agility. It includes concepts like "Fail fast" and
"Minimum Viable Products (MVP)".
It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further

-

Toolkit: This guide helps users apply the Peer to Peer toolkits.
Providing clear notes, tips and Powerpoint templates to plan,
initiate and follow-up with learners in a webinar workshop.
These webinars provide an opportunity for advanced
team members to coach, mentor and develop the team to
apply the learnings and improve processes specific to each
organization..

-

This is the preparatory work and the further readings that
accompany the TEVT01 RFP Management Peer-to-Peer
Learning Toolkit

How to run an Effective
Peer-to-Peer Workshop
- Procurement

TEVL01

RFP Management Peer to Peer
Webinar Learner's Pack

TEVL02

eSourcing Peer to Peer Webinar
Learner's Pack

-

This is the preparatory work and the further readings that
accompany the TEVT02 e-Sourcing Peer-to-Peer Learning
Toolkit

TEVL03

eSourcing Expert Peer to Peer
Webinar Learner's Pac

-

This is the preparatory work and the further readings that
accompany the TEVT03 e-Sourcing Expert Peer-to-Peer
Learning Toolkit

-

Toolkit: This guide helps users apply the Peer to Peer toolkits.
Providing clear notes, tips and Powerpoint templates to
plan, initiate and follow-up with learners in an Expert Level
webinar workshop. These webinars provide an opportunity
for advanced team members to coach a team of experienced
peers to improve their processes and usage in their area..

ICVT02

How to run an Effective
Peer-to-Peer Expert Webinar Procurement
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-

SSVT01

Sustainability Expert Peer
to Peer Webinar

-

This toolkit brings the team together to explore how to
enhance procurement's role in sustainable supply chains.
The team will prioritize the largest sustainability risk to the
organization.
The topic is targeted at level 4 learners It includes:
•
Pre-read activity
•
Video recap of the key learnings
•
Presenter notes
•
Key take-aways
•
Polling questions
•
Additional learnings to grow further
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Let’s discuss customized
training solutions for your
team
sales@skilldynamics.com

Skill Dynamics (HQ)

Skill Dynamics

USA: + 1 646 825 3056
Europe: +32 11 77 14 12

11 St. James Square
London
SW1Y 4LB
United Kingdom

Chrysler Building
405 Lexington Avenue,
Manhattan, New York, 10174
United States of America

www.skilldynamics.com
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Performance.
Accelerated.

www.skilldynamics.com
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